1. Atrium
The Atrium with its grand “social staircase” is the heart of the building. It’s where students from all majors come together to hang out between classes. Great Bagel & Bakery offers a place to grab coffee or a bite without having to leave the building. The Atrium also features an art endowment that showcases work from local artists:
   a. The colored pencil art installation, Chromodynamics, portrays a Lexington sunset and is made up of 50,000 colored pencils. The artist, Robert Dickes, is a faculty member in UK’s College of Fine Arts.
   b. The large metal sculpture suspended over the atrium is Humanity Roll by UK Associate Professor of Sculpture, Gary Bibbs. It represents challenges in life and the obstacles we all face.

2. Seale Finance Learning Center
This is an incredible space for students taking finance classes. The stock-ticker runs continuously, so students always have the latest information. There are Bloomberg trading terminals inside - a unique trading tool that is found on Wall Street and other trading facilities throughout the country. All students have the opportunity to get their Bloomberg certification and we even offer an upper-level finance class where the students manage a 2M dollar UK endowment.

3. LEAP Lab
Short for Lab for Economics and Accounting Proficiency, the LEAP Lab provides free peer-tutoring for several required accounting and economics courses. No appointment required! In addition, UK offers a variety of tutoring services on campus including Mathskellar, The Study, and The Writing Center.

4. Faculty Offices
All Gatton faculty offices are located in our building. The Economics department is located on the second floor; Management and Finance are located on the third floor; and Accounting and Marketing are located on the fourth floor. Our faculty are very accessible, and their top priority is always our students!

Take the stairs or the elevator down to the first floor to continue your tour.
1. **BB&T Quiet Study Atrium**

The Gatton building was designed to be student-focused. You’ll find many types of spaces (such as this quiet study area) to accommodate different needs. Business students can truly make this facility their hub on campus.

a. Room 144 houses the Undergraduate Resource Center. Here, students meet with their academic advisors and access other services like leadership and education abroad opportunities. Our highly committed and personable staff look forward to meeting you.

b. In room 132 you’ll find the Graham Office of Career Management - a career center specifically for business students. Students will meet with career advisors to explore major and career opportunities, get help finding an internship, building a resume, and preparing for a job interview. From backpack to briefcase, the Graham Office has our students covered.

2. **UK Venture Studio**

Created in 2015 to help foster start-ups, this is a great place for students interested in entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs Bootcamp – a one semester program, now for class credit, helps students create a business model, and helps foster collaboration among UK students, faculty, and business leaders in the community.

3. **Group Study Rooms + Kincaid**

a. **Group Study Rooms**

Gatton boasts 42 private study rooms which students can reserve online throughout the semester. This is more than any other building on campus – including Willy T!

b. **Kincaid Auditorium**

Classes at Gatton vary in size from large lectures to smaller, more personal classes. Kincaid Auditorium seats approximately 500 students. The rest of the classrooms seat 85, 70 or 45 students.

Thanks for visiting us, we hope to see you on campus again soon!